
neharikakhandavalli.com

nkhandavalli@gatech.edu


linkedin.com/in/neharika-khandavalli

June 2018 to July 2020 · Burlington, VT






Software Engineer / Data Innovations


May 2017 to July 2017 · Dallas, TX






UI/UX Intern / SevenTablets, Inc


Work Experience

Sept 2020 to Present · Atlanta, GA
Graduate Teaching Assistant / Georgia Tech 


Sept 2020 to Present · Atlanta, GA
UX Designer &  UX Researcher / Georgia Tech 


Education

Working with Dr. Neha Kumar in Tech & Equity to enable students to 
critically examine approaches to the design of technological interventions 
in the context of global development. Duties include leading class 
discussions, grading research papers, and evaluating project proposals.

»    

»    

Performing quantitative research in the Social Dynamics and Wellbeing 
Lab (PI: Munmun De Choudhury) to design and code a digital analytics 
tool that provides mental health insights to clinicians through patients’ 
social media usage patterns. Utilized Angular and D3.js. 

Iterated on the design of the existing prototype by conducting user 
studies and analyzing feedback from mental health clinicians. 

»    

»    

»    

»    

»    

»    

Seeking UX Internships for Summer 2021

Neharika Khandavalli


Skills

Awards

Figma

Sketch

Adobe CC

InVision

Protopie



Fusion 360 
Keyshot

Miro

Balsamiq

Qualtrics


HTML/CSS

JavaScript

Python



C++

SQL

Github

Low-fi Sketching

Wireframing

Storyboarding

Rapid Prototyping 

 

Journey Maps 

Interaction  Design

Service Design

Mixed Reality (AR/VR) 


Design

Tools

Development

Storytelling

Digital Marketing

Event Advertising



Photography

Video Editing

Creative Writing

Communication

Graduated in May 2017 

B.A. in Computer Science, 

B.S. in Biochemistry 


Georgetown University


Aug 2020 to Expected May 2022  

M.S. in Human-Computer Interaction,

GPA 4.00/4.00

Georgia Institute of Technology

Aug 2020 to Dec 2020 · Atlanta, GA 







UX Designer & UX Researcher / ZenTracker


Selected Projects

January 2020 · Data Innovations


Annual R&D Award

Teamwork & Collaboration 


March 2017 · Georgetown Stories



Finalist in the Education category for 
the Shorty Awards, recognized for best 
project in social media across the country


»    

»    

»    

Worked on a small multidisciplinary team of four to conduct end-to-end 
UX research, utilizing user feedback to design an application that tracks 
clients’ meditation progress through ZenVR’s meditation modules.

Conducted surveys and semi-structured interviews with mental health 
counselors to understand counselors’ needs, attitudes, and preferences.

Extracked key insights and patterns from the data to create personas, 
empathy maps, and user journey maps. 

Collaborated closely with the founder & CEO of ZenVR to design two 
divergent wireframe ideas and create a final high-fidelity, interactive 
prototype of a web-based tracking tool in Figma.

»    

Research
Surveys

Interviews

Affinity Mapping 

Personas

Card Sorting 



Competitive Analysis 

Contextual Inquiry 

Task Analysis 

Usability Testing

A/B Testing

Aug 2020 to Dec 2020 · Atlanta, GA 







UX Designer / CompanionAI


Developed an alert-driven user interface for the next generation LabGPS 
product designed for use in hospitals and labs across the country.

Programmed and tested interactive web applications using Angular, 
Node.js, and AWS technologies.

Worked with the lead UX designer to create high-fidelity mockups for the 
LabGPS interface using Adobe XD/Illustrator/Indesign.

Worked directly with the CTO and UX team lead to create high-fidelity 
prototypes for two mobile applications, iSalt and Mendr.

Interviewed stakeholders and collaborated with developers within a 
cross-functional team of 10 to create wireframes ideas for 3 mobile apps.

»    

»    Conducted and analyzed a survey with 73 participants and a diary study 
with 8 participants to understand students’ stress-eating patterns and 
create a tool that helps them manage maladaptive coping behaviors.

Designed and prototyped a mobile application that works in tandem 
with a wearable device to identify users’ stress levels and suggest 
stress-alleviation activities based on physiological metrics. 


